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Troubleshooting Video Script for Authorized Service Agents

The revolutionary Clorox® Total 360™ System is an electrostatic sprayer paired specifically with Clorox® trusted solutions.  It provides 
superior coverage through proven electrostatic technology and delivers Clorox® disinfectants and sanitizers onto hard to reach 
surfaces.  The Clorox® Total 360™ System helps keep your facility healthier while also saving you time, money, and labor! 

It’s important to note that this unit has been designed for maximum efficiency and approved by the Underwriters Laboratories (or UL) 
for its safety and operation.

Here at ByoPlanet, we are responsible for providing information and service support on the Clorox® Total 360™ device and today we 
will talk about some simple troubleshooting tips to help keep your device functioning at its optimal capacity.  

Our goal is to provide you some easy instructions for maintaining the device and how to address any minor issues that may arise when 
you are implementing this process into your daily disinfection procedures. 

We have categorized our troubleshooting tips into 5 different categories: 

 1. Excessive nozzle dripping

 2. Device will not turn on or has shut off suddenly

 3. No spray, erratic spray or weak spray

 4. Air pressure seems low or weak

 5. Accessory replacements 

1. Excessive nozzle dripping:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. Sprayer bottle cap- Part # 600168

 2. The nozzle cover assembly and its internal parts- Part #’s 100024, 100022, 500010, 600007

 3. The peristaltic pump leader and head assembly- Part # 100021

 4. The pulse block or liquid dampener- Part # 100026

 5. The IC-150 sprayer assembly- Part # 200059 

If you notice that the sprayer has excessive fluid dripping out of the nozzle or off the sprayer – first, check the sprayer bottle cap on 
your system. If the sprayer bottle cap is broken or leaking, then it needs to be replaced. To change out the sprayer bottle cap, first 
purge the unit by removing the cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your sprayer and drain 
into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.

To replace the sprayer bottle cap, grab the sprayer bottle cap with one hand and the clear tube in another. You will want to twist and 
pull away in order to remove the cap. If you have difficulty, cut the hose near the cap fitting.

If the sprayer bottle cap is not broken or there is still excessive nozzle dripping then you should inspect the nozzle cover assembly and 
its internal parts for damage. To be safe – all of these items should be checked on a daily basis for corrosion or breakage. 

Remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting. Start by untwisting the front 
portion of the sprayer head all the way to the left (counterclockwise). This will provide access to the spring-loaded contact pin; liquid 
tip and O-ring. 

If the spring loaded contact pin does not depress or it looks tarnished simply pull it out with a pair of pliers and replace it with a new 
contact pin.   You should also apply dielectric grease to the contact pin when installing a replacement.
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If the liquid tip is broken, use a 7/16th ” socket wrench and twist to the left (counterclockwise) until the liquid tip comes out. Use the 
same 7/16th ” socket wrench to replace with a new liquid tip by screwing in clockwise until seated. DO NOT attempt to torque down.

If the O-ring is broken or torn, use a pick to move the O-ring out of its groove. Remove the O-ring and replace with a new one by 
pushing down until the new O-ring is safely resting in the groove.

If the unit still has excessive nozzle dripping then check your peristaltic pump and the pulse block for any leaks, kinks or damage.   

To replace the peristaltic pump leader and head assembly, first—remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any 
further additional troubleshooting.

Next – easily loosen the tube nuts located on the top of the assembly by rotating them counter clockwise until you can twist off the 
plastic housing.  Once you have replaced the housing part, follow the cords back to make sure that when facing the pump - the tube 
connected to the cap is on the right side.  

The pulse block or liquid dampener is located directly above the peristaltic pump and attached to the top deck of the device. If the 
pulse block needs to be replaced, remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

Next, you will need to disconnect the fluid lines. The fluid line connected to the sprayer is on the left side of the pulse block. Disconnect 
the fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can 
then pull your fluid line away from the liquid dampener. Then, disconnect the fluid line connected to the peristaltic pump by loosening 
the tube nut on the left hand side of the peristaltic pump. Pull up on the liquid line until it comes loose. 

Use a 7/64th ” Allen key to unscrew the two screws on the top of the pulse block in a counterclockwise direction. Remove the pulse 
block and replace with a new one. 

If your unit still has excessive nozzle dripping then you may need to replace the entire sprayer assembly.  Remember to always purge 
and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

After powering down, disconnect the electrical cable from the control panel by unscrewing the metal collar on the black connector 
counterclockwise, and pull it to remove. Then, disconnect your fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite 
directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can then pull your liquid line away from the liquid dampener.

Then, you need to remove the support wire from your base unit. You can use a pick tool or suitable substitute to remove the retaining 
ring holding the pin in place. Pull out the pin and remove your wire. 

Lastly, to remove the sprayer harness, you will need a 3/16th “ Allen key and a 7/16th “ socket wrench or box wrench to remove the 
nuts and bolts on your sprayer harness. Disconnect the blue air hose from the unit by pushing down on the push-to-connect fitting and 
pulling up on the blue air hose. Remove the sprayer harness and replace with a new one.

It’s good practice to always keep the exterior of the device clean and dry.  You can clean the surfaces by using a 70-90% alcohol 
solution and dry with a microfiber cloth or a clean paper towel before storing. 

If the unit still has excessive nozzle dripping or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support 
at www.servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550. 

2. Device will not turn on or has shut off suddenly:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. The extension cord- Part # 500076

 2. The control panel assembly- Part # 200073

If your device will not turn on or it shuts off suddenly, check to see if the blue power switch on the control panel is illuminated.  If not, 
and it will not turn on by depressing the power button, verify the unit is plugged in to a working outlet or try using another outlet that is 
not supporting any additional devices. 
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If you need to replace your extension cord, make sure it is equivalent to the Clorox® Total 360™, 25-foot, 16 gauge, 3 pronged  
extension cord.  If an alternate extension cord is used, we recommend using a 12 gauge, 3 pronged extension cord, no longer than 100 
feet. If an alternate extension cord is used, be aware that an undersized extension cord will cause a drop in-line voltage, resulting in 
loss of power, damage to the product and/or overheating.

If the compressor still shuts off suddenly and will not turn on while you depress the trigger button, then this might be a sign that the 
unit’s circuit breaker has been tripped or that the compressor has overheated. The white button on the control panel with a clear cover 
is your unit’s circuit breaker.  

If the circuit breaker has tripped, this white button will pop out.  Power down the unit and disconnect from the power source before 
inspecting further.  

Press the white button in and then power on your unit. If the unit does not power on, then let it sit for 30 minutes to allow the 
compressor to cool down before you restart the device. 

If the compressor still shuts off suddenly and will not turn on while you depress the trigger button, then you may need to change the 
control panel assembly. 

To replace the control panel assembly, purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button located on 
the control panel. Lower your sprayer and drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from 
its power source. To dismount your current control panel, disconnect the electrical cable from the control panel by unscrewing it 
counterclockwise. You will also need to disconnect the liquid line from the peristaltic pump by unscrewing the tube nuts and pulling 
the liquid lines away from the pump. Use a #2 Philips screw driver to unscrew all 6 screws on the control panel and remove the panel 
away from the base unit slowly—taking care not to damage the wiring. You will then need to disconnect the compressor from the 
control panel by unplugging the white power connector.

To install a new control panel to your device, connect the compressor to the white connector coming from the new panel, screw in all 
6 screws, and connect your liquid lines to the peristaltic pump by making sure that when facing the pump - the tube connected to the 
bottle cap is on the right side.  Finally, reconnect the electrical cable by screwing it clockwise to the connector on the panel and make 
sure the device powers on and off appropriately.

If the unit still does not turn on or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.
servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-055.

3. No spray, erratic or weak spray:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. Sprayer bottle cap- Part # 600168

 2. The nozzle cover assembly and its internal parts- Part #’s 100024, 100022, 500010, 600007

 3. The extension cord- Part # 500076

 4. The peristaltic pump leader and head assembly- Part # 100021

 5. The pulse block or liquid dampener- Part # 100026

 6. The control panel- Part # 200073

 7. The IC-150 sprayer assembly- Part # 200059 

If you notice that the sprayer has no spray, erratic or weak spray coming out of the sprayer – first, check the level of Clorox® product 
in the container and replace the desired solution as needed.  After checking that you have an adequate liquid level, check the sprayer 
bottle cap on your system. If the sprayer bottle cap is broken or leaking, then it needs to be replaced. To change out the sprayer bottle 
cap, first purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your 
sprayer and drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.
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To replace the bottle cap, simply grab the bottle cap with one hand and the clear tube in another. You will want to twist and pull away 
in order to remove the cap or cut the hose near the cap fitting.

Next, verify the unit is plugged in to a working outlet or try using another outlet that is not supporting any additional devices. If you 
need to replace your extension cord, make sure it is equivalent to the Clorox® Total 360™, 25-foot, 16 gauge, 3 pronged  extension 
cord.  If an alternate extension cord is used, we recommend using a 12 gauge, 3 pronged extension cord, no longer than 100 feet. If 
an alternate extension cord is used, be aware that an undersized extension cord will cause a drop in-line voltage, resulting in loss of 
power, damage to the product and/or overheating.

If the unit still has no spray, erratic or weak spray you should inspect for any buildup or debris that may be obstructing the nozzle. 
Remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

Start by untwisting the front portion of the sprayer head all the way to the left (counterclockwise) and clean any excess buildup or 
debris around the interior surfaces with warm soapy water, if available, or with regular tap water. 

Then, inspect the interior of the nozzle for damage or faulty parts, which include:  the spring-loaded contact pin, liquid tip and O-ring.

To be safe – all of these items should be checked on a daily basis for corrosion or breakage. 

If the spring loaded contact pin does not depress or it looks tarnished simply pull it out with a pair of pliers and replace it with a new 
contact pin.   You should also apply dielectric grease to the contact pin when installing a replacement.

If the liquid tip is broken, use a 7/16th ” socket wrench and twist to the left (counterclockwise) until the liquid tip comes out. Use the 
same 7/16th ” socket wrench to replace with a new liquid tip by screwing in clockwise until seated. DO NOT attempt to torque down.

If the O-ring is broken or torn, use a pick to move the O-ring out of its groove. Remove the O-ring and replace with a new one by 
pushing down until the new O-ring is safely resting in the groove.

If the unit still has no spray or a weak spray then check your peristaltic pump and the pulse block for any leaks, kinks or damage.  If there 
are leaks coming from either the peristaltic pump or the pulse block on board the base unit then you may need to replace either one.

To replace the peristaltic pump leader and head assembly, remember to always purge and power down the unit.

Next – easily loosen the tube nuts located on the top of the assembly by rotating them counter clockwise until you can twist off the 
plastic housing.  Once you have replaced the housing part, follow the cords back to make sure that when facing the pump - the tube 
connected to the cap is on the right side.  

The pulse block or liquid dampener is located directly above the peristaltic pump and attached to the top deck of the device. If the 
pulse block needs to be replaced, remember to always purge and power down the unit.

Next, you will need to disconnect the fluid lines. The fluid line connected to the sprayer is on the left side of the pulse block. Disconnect 
the fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can 
then pull your fluid line away from the liquid dampener. Then, disconnect the fluid line connected to the peristaltic pump by loosening 
the tube nut on the left hand side of the peristaltic pump. Pull up on the liquid line until it comes loose. 

Use a 7/64" Allen key to unscrew the two screws on the top of the pulse block in a counterclockwise direction. Remove the pulse block 
and replace with a new one. 

If the unit still has no spray or a weak spray, then check to see if the purge button is working properly. If you depress the purge  
button and the newly placed peristaltic pump leader and head assembly is not functioning, then you will need to replace the control 
panel assembly. 

To replace the control panel remember to always purge and power down the unit. To dismount your current control panel, disconnect 
the electrical cable from the control panel by unscrewing it counterclockwise. You will also need to disconnect the liquid line from 
the peristaltic pump by unscrewing the tube nuts and pulling the liquid lines away from the pump. Use a #2 Philips screw driver to 
unscrew all 6 screws on the control panel and remove the panel away from the base unit slowly—taking care not to damage the 
wiring. You will then need to disconnect the compressor from the control panel by unplugging the white power connector.

To install a new control panel to your device, connect the compressor to the white connector coming from the new panel, screw in all 
6 screws, and connect your liquid lines to the peristaltic pump by making sure that when facing the pump - the tube connected to the 
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bottle cap is on the right side.  Finally, reconnect the electrical cable by screwing it clockwise to the connector on the panel and make 
sure the device powers on and off appropriately.

If the unit still displays no spray or a weak spray and the new control panel has been installed then you may need to replace the entire 
sprayer assembly.  Remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

After powering down, disconnect the electrical cable from the control panel by unscrewing the metal collar on the black connector 
counterclockwise, and pull it to remove. Then, disconnect your fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite 
directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can then pull your liquid line away from the liquid dampener.

Then, you need to remove the support wire from your base unit. You can use a pick tool or suitable substitute to remove the retaining 
ring holding the pin in place. Pull out the pin and remove your wire. 

Lastly, to remove the sprayer harness, you will need a 3/16th “ Allen key and a 7/16th “ socket wrench or box wrench to remove the 
nuts and bolts on your sprayer harness. Disconnect the blue air hose from the unit by pushing down on the push-to-connect fitting and 
pulling up on the blue air hose. Remove the sprayer harness and replace with a new one.

If the unit still has an erratic spray or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.
servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550.

4. Air pressure seems low or weak:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. The IC-150 sprayer assembly- Part # 200059 

 2. The compressor air filter- Part #600111

Make sure to purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your 
sprayer and drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.

Once the unit is powered off, open and remove the nozzle cover by turning it counterclockwise and check for any obstruction to the 
air flow within your device. Clean any excess buildup or debris from the interior surfaces with warm soapy water if available or with 
regular tap water.

If your device still has a low or weak air pressure, then the compressor’s air filter may be clogged. The air filter is located on the control 
panel of the unit and should be checked periodically for any clogging or debris and replaced if needed. Do not attempt to wash or rinse 
the air filter. If used appropriately – it should run approximately 1,000 hours of accumulative use before being replaced. To know when 
to replace, you can also follow the following guidelines: 

Remember to always purge and power down the unit.

Twist the existing air filter to the left or counterclockwise to remove and discard.  Then simply install a new air filter by turning it 
clockwise until it is finger tight and resume your operation. 

If the device is still showing weak air pressure you should check your air hose for any damage, kinks, or areas where air may  
be escaping.  

If you see any obvious damage to the hose then you should replace the entire sprayer assembly.  Remember to always purge and 
power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

After powering down, disconnect the electrical cable from the control panel by unscrewing the metal collar on the black connector 
counterclockwise, and pull it to remove. Then, disconnect your fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite 
directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can then pull your liquid line away from the liquid dampener.

Then, you need to remove the support wire from your base unit. You can use a pick tool or suitable substitute to remove the retaining 
ring holding the pin in place. Pull out the pin and remove your wire. 
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Lastly, to remove the sprayer harness, you will need a 3/16" Allen key and a 7/16" socket wrench or box wrench to remove the nuts 
and bolts on your sprayer harness. Disconnect the blue air hose from the unit by pushing down on the push-to-connect fitting and 
pulling up on the blue air hose. Remove the sprayer harness and replace with a new one.

If the unit still has weak air pressure or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at 
www.servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550

5. Accessory replacements:

The accessory replacement parts include the following:

 1. Handle grip- Part #600147

 2. Caster wheels- Part #600186

 3. Sprayer holster and associated parts- Part #’s 100016, 400027, 600184

 4. Bottle lanyard- Part # 100023

To replace the handle grip, simply slice the old grip with a razor across its length to remove and replace it with a new grip.  It is also 
recommended to wipe down the handle after each use. 

In order to change the caster wheels, make sure to purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button 
located on the control panel. Lower your sprayer and drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the 
unit from its power source before you lay it on its side.

Once the unit is on its side, simply pull on the caster until it releases.  You may also use a flat head screwdriver to pry the wheels out. 

To install the new casters, simply place the top of the caster inside of its corresponding port and push with your hand or rubber mallet 
to secure it firmly in place.  

If your sprayer holster needs replacement, simply unscrew the grip knob on the old one and release it from the handle bar. Replace 
with a new sprayer holster, with its drip cup, by inserting the new holster through the same hole and screwing on a new cap.

If your bottle lanyard is damaged or broken, you can replace it by cutting the damaged cord with shears or scissors and replacing with 
a new lanyard by pushing in the crimp connector once it is looped through your base unit.

If you have any questions please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550

After Use and Storage

Once you have stopped spraying your Clorox® Total 360™ Electrostatic Sprayer, disconnect the bottle connection from the Clorox®-
approved product and dispose of empty container or recap any remaining product for safe storage.  

Purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your sprayer and 
drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.

Wrap the extension cord in large circles around the cord holder on the base unit. 

Store in a safe, dry place in a temperature between 50 and 140 F

As always – if you have any questions please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.servicetechteam.com  or 
877-220-0550.
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Troubleshooting Video Script for End Users

The revolutionary Clorox® Total 360™ System is an electrostatic sprayer paired specifically with Clorox® trusted solutions.  It provides 
superior coverage through proven electrostatic technology and delivers Clorox® disinfectants and sanitizers onto hard to reach 
surfaces.  The Clorox® Total 360™ System helps keep your facility healthier while also saving you time, money, and labor! 

It’s important to note that this unit has been designed for maximum efficiency and approved by the Underwriters Laboratories (or UL) 
for its safety and operation.

Here at ByoPlanet, we are responsible for providing information and service support on The Clorox® Total 360™ device and today we 
will talk about some simple troubleshooting tips to help keep your device functioning at its optimal capacity.  

Our goal is to provide you some easy instructions for maintaining the device and how to address any minor issues that may arise when 
you are implementing this process into your daily disinfection procedures. 

We have categorized our troubleshooting tips into 5 different categories: 

 1. Excessive nozzle dripping

 2. Device will not turn on or has shut off suddenly

 3. No spray, erratic spray or weak spray

 4. Air pressure seems low or weak

 5. Accessory replacements 

1. Excessive nozzle dripping:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. Sprayer bottle cap- Part # 600168

 2. The nozzle cover assembly and its internal parts- Part #’s 100024, 100022, 500010, 600007

 3. The peristaltic pump leader and head assembly- Part # 100021

 4. The pulse block or liquid dampener- Part # 100026

If you notice that the sprayer has excessive fluid dripping out of the nozzle or off the sprayer – first, check the sprayer bottle cap on 
your system. If the sprayer bottle cap is broken or leaking, then it needs to be replaced. To change out the sprayer bottle cap, first 
purge the unit by removing the cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your sprayer and drain 
into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.

To replace the sprayer bottle cap, grab the sprayer bottle cap with one hand and the clear tube in another. You will want to twist and 
pull away in order to remove the cap. If you have difficulty, cut the hose near the cap fitting.

If the sprayer bottle cap is not broken or there is still excessive nozzle dripping then you should inspect the nozzle cover assembly and 
its internal parts for damage. To be safe – all of these items should be checked on a daily basis for corrosion or breakage. 

Remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting. Start by untwisting the front 
portion of the sprayer head all the way to the left (counterclockwise). This will provide access to the spring-loaded contact pin; liquid 
tip and O-ring. 

If the spring loaded contact pin does not depress or it looks tarnished simply pull it out with a pair of pliers and replace it with a new 
contact pin.   You should also apply dielectric grease to the contact pin when installing a replacement.

If the liquid tip is broken, use a 7/16" socket wrench and twist to the left (counterclockwise) until the liquid tip comes out. Use the 
same 7/16" socket wrench to replace with a new liquid tip by screwing in clockwise until seated. DO NOT attempt to torque down.
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If the O-ring is broken or torn, use a pick to move the O-ring out of its groove. Remove the O-ring and replace with a new one by 
pushing down until the new O-ring is safely resting in the groove.

If the unit still has excessive nozzle dripping then check your peristaltic pump and the pulse block for any leaks, kinks or damage.   

To replace the peristaltic pump leader and head assembly, first—remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any 
further additional troubleshooting.

Next – easily loosen the tube nuts located on the top of the assembly by rotating them counterclockwise until you can twist off the 
plastic housing.  Once you have replaced the housing part, follow the cords back to make sure that when facing the pump - the tube 
connected to the cap is on the right side.  

The pulse block or liquid dampener is located directly above the peristaltic pump and attached to the top deck of the device. If the 
pulse block needs to be replaced, remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

Next, you will need to disconnect the fluid lines. The fluid line connected to the sprayer is on the left side of the pulse block. Disconnect 
the fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can 
then pull your fluid line away from the liquid dampener. Then, disconnect the fluid line connected to the peristaltic pump by loosening 
the tube nut on the left hand side of the peristaltic pump. Pull up on the liquid line until it comes loose. 

Use a 7/64" Allen key to unscrew the two screws on the top of the pulse block in a counterclockwise direction. Remove the pulse block 
and replace with a new one. 

It’s good practice to always keep the exterior of the device clean and dry.  You can clean the surfaces by using a 70-90% alcohol 
solution and dry with a microfiber cloth or a clean paper towel before storing. 

If the unit still has excessive nozzle dripping or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support 
at www.servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550. 

2. Device will not turn on or has shut off suddenly:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. The extension cord- Part # 500076

If your device will not turn on or it shuts off suddenly, check to see if the blue power switch on the control panel is illuminated.  If not, 
and it will not turn on by depressing the power button, verify the unit is plugged in to a working outlet or try using another outlet that is 
not supporting any additional devices. 

If you need to replace your extension cord, make sure it is equivalent to the Clorox® Total 360™ , 25-foot, 16 gauge, 3 pronged  
extension cord.  If an alternate extension cord is used, we recommend using a 12 gauge, 3 pronged extension cord, no longer than 100 
feet. If an alternate extension cord is used, be aware that an undersized extension cord will cause a drop in-line voltage, resulting in 
loss of power, damage to the product and/or overheating.

If the compressor still shuts off suddenly and will not turn on while you depress the trigger button, then this might be a sign that the 
unit’s circuit breaker has been tripped or that the compressor has overheated. The white button on the control panel with a clear cover 
is your unit’s circuit breaker.  

If the circuit breaker has tripped, this white button will pop out.  Power down the unit and disconnect from the power source before 
inspecting further.  

Press the white button in and then power on your unit. If the unit does not power on, then let it sit for 30 minutes to allow the 
compressor to cool down before you restart the device. 

If the unit still does not turn on or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.
servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-055.
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3. No spray, erratic or weak spray:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. Sprayer bottle cap- Part # 600168

 2. The nozzle cover assembly and its internal parts- Part #’s 100024, 100022, 500010, 600007

 3. The extension cord- Part # 500076

 4. The peristaltic pump leader and head assembly- Part # 100021

 5. The pulse block or liquid dampener- Part # 100026

If you notice that the sprayer has no spray, erratic or weak spray coming out of the sprayer – first, check the level of Clorox® product 
in the container and replace the desired solution as needed.  After checking that you have an adequate liquid level, check the sprayer 
bottle cap on your system. If the sprayer bottle cap is broken or leaking, then it needs to be replaced. To change out the sprayer bottle 
cap, first purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your 
sprayer and drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.

To replace the bottle cap, simply grab the bottle cap with one hand and the clear tube in another. You will want to twist and pull away 
in order to remove the cap or cut the hose near the cap fitting.

Next, verify the unit is plugged in to a working outlet or try using another outlet that is not supporting any additional devices. If you 
need to replace your extension cord, make sure it is equivalent to the The Clorox® Total 360™ , 25-foot, 16 gauge, 3 pronged  extension 
cord.  If an alternate extension cord is used, we recommend using a 12 gauge, 3 pronged extension cord, no longer than 100 feet. If 
an alternate extension cord is used, be aware that an undersized extension cord will cause a drop in-line voltage, resulting in loss of 
power, damage to the product and/or overheating.

If the unit still has no spray, erratic or weak spray you should inspect for any buildup or debris that may be obstructing the nozzle. 
Remember to always purge and power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

Start by untwisting the front portion of the sprayer head all the way to the left (counterclockwise) and clean any excess buildup or 
debris around the interior surfaces with warm soapy water, if available, or with regular tap water. 

Then, inspect the interior of the nozzle for damage or faulty parts, which include:  the spring-loaded contact pin, liquid tip and O-ring.

To be safe – all of these items should be checked on a daily basis for corrosion or breakage. 

If the spring loaded contact pin does not depress or it looks tarnished simply pull it out with a pair of pliers and replace it with a new 
contact pin.   You should also apply dielectric grease to the contact pin when installing a replacement.

If the liquid tip is broken, use a 7/16" socket wrench and twist to the left (counterclockwise) until the liquid tip comes out. Use the 
same 7/16" socket wrench to replace with a new liquid tip by screwing in clockwise until seated. DO NOT attempt to torque down.

If the O-ring is broken or torn, use a pick to move the O-ring out of its groove. Remove the O-ring and replace with a new one by 
pushing down until the new O-ring is safely resting in the groove.

If the unit still has no spray or a weak spray then check your peristaltic pump and the pulse block for any leaks, kinks or damage.  If 
there are leaks coming from either the peristaltic pump or the pulse block on board the base unit then you may need to replace either 
one.

To replace the peristaltic pump leader and head assembly, remember to always purge and power down the unit.

Next – easily loosen the tube nuts located on the top of the assembly by rotating them counterclockwise until you can twist off the 
plastic housing.  Once you have replaced the housing part, follow the cords back to make sure that when facing the pump - the tube 
connected to the cap is on the right side.  

The pulse block or liquid dampener is located directly above the peristaltic pump and attached to the top deck of the device. If the 
pulse block needs to be replaced, remember to always purge and power down the unit.
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Next, you will need to disconnect the fluid lines. The fluid line connected to the sprayer is on the left side of the pulse block. Disconnect 
the fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can 
then pull your fluid line away from the liquid dampener. Then, disconnect the fluid line connected to the peristaltic pump by loosening 
the tube nut on the left hand side of the peristaltic pump. Pull up on the liquid line until it comes loose. 

Use a 7/64" Allen key to unscrew the two screws on the top of the pulse block in a counterclockwise direction. Remove the pulse block 
and replace with a new one. 

If the unit still has an erratic spray or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.
servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550.

4. Air pressure seems low or weak:

This video series will encompass a set of possible scenarios in which you may have to replace the following parts:

 1. The compressor air filter- Part #600111

Make sure to purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your 
sprayer and drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.

Once the unit is powered off, open and remove the nozzle cover by turning it counterclockwise and check for any obstruction to the 
air flow within your device. Clean any excess buildup or debris from the interior surfaces with warm soapy water if available or with 
regular tap water.

If your device still has a low or weak air pressure, then the compressor’s air filter may be clogged. The air filter is located on the control 
panel of the unit and should be checked periodically for any clogging or debris and replaced if needed. Do not attempt to wash or rinse 
the air filter. If used appropriately – it should run approximately 1,000 hours of accumulative use before being replaced. To know when 
to replace, you can also follow the following guidelines: 

Remember to always purge and power down the unit.

Twist the existing air filter to the left or counterclockwise to remove and discard.  Then simply install a new air filter by turning it 
clockwise until it is finger tight and resume your operation. 

If the device is still showing weak air pressure you should check your air hose for any damage, kinks, or areas where air may be 
escaping.  

If you see any obvious damage to the hose then you should replace the entire sprayer assembly.  Remember to always purge and 
power down the unit prior to any further additional troubleshooting.

After powering down, disconnect the electrical cable from the control panel by unscrewing the metal collar on the black connector 
counterclockwise, and pull it to remove. Then, disconnect your fluid line by sliding the two ends of the crimp clamps in opposite 
directions to the side, releasing the grip of the clamp, so you can then pull your liquid line away from the liquid dampener.

Then, you need to remove the support wire from your base unit. You can use a pick tool or suitable substitute to remove the retaining 
ring holding the pin in place. Pull out the pin and remove your wire. 

Lastly, to remove the sprayer harness, you will need a 3/16th “ Allen key and a 7/16th “ socket wrench or box wrench to remove the 
nuts and bolts on your sprayer harness. Disconnect the blue air hose from the unit by pushing down on the push-to-connect fitting and 
pulling up on the blue air hose. Remove the sprayer harness and replace with a new one.

If the unit still has weak air pressure or you need further assistance then please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at 
www.servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550
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5. Accessory replacements:

The accessory replacement parts include the following:

 1. Handle grip- Part #600147

 2. Caster wheels- Part #600186

 3. Sprayer holster and associated parts- Part #’s 100016, 400027, 600184

 4. Bottle lanyard- Part # 100023

To replace the handle grip, simply slice the old grip with a razor across its length to remove and replace it with a new grip.  It is also 
recommended to wipe down the handle after each use. 

In order to change the caster wheels, make sure to purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button 
located on the control panel. Lower your sprayer and drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the 
unit from its power source before you lay it on its side.

Once the unit is on its side, simply pull on the caster until it releases.  You may also use a flat head screwdriver to pry the wheels out. 

To install the new casters, simply place the top of the caster inside of its corresponding port and push with your hand or rubber mallet 
to secure it firmly in place.  

If your sprayer holster needs replacement, simply unscrew the grip knob on the old one and release it from the handle bar. Replace 
with a new sprayer holster, with its drip cup, by inserting the new holster through the same hole and screwing on a new cap.

If your bottle lanyard is damaged or broken, you can replace it by cutting the damaged cord with shears or scissors and replacing with 
a new lanyard by pushing in the crimp connector once it is looped through your base unit.

If you have any questions please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.servicetechteam.com  or 877-220-0550

After Use and Storage

Once you have stopped spraying your Clorox® Total 360™ Electrostatic Sprayer, disconnect the bottle connection from the Clorox®-
approved product and dispose of empty container or recap any remaining product for safe storage.  

Purge the unit by removing the bottle cap connector and press the purge button located on the control panel. Lower your sprayer and 
drain into a suitable container or drain. Then, make sure that you disconnect the unit from its power source.

Wrap the extension cord in large circles around the cord holder on the base unit. 

Store in a safe, dry place in a temperature between 50 and 140 F

As always – if you have any questions please contact the Clorox® Total 360™ device support at www.servicetechteam.com.


